New 700i Series John Deere Trailed Sprayers
Take command of the 700i sprayers with ISOBUS

ISOBUS is the international standard for communication between tractors, implements and farm software. All future leading edge technology will be based on this standard.

Invest for the future with the new John Deere 700i Series ISOBUS READY trailed sprayers. Choose either the GS 2100 or the GS 2600 touch-screen display and take full command of your sprayer:

- GS 2 large colour displays
- On-Screen Mapping, As Applied Maps and Spray-to-Map capabilities
- Reconfigurable main page layout functionality with split screen capability
- Enhanced operation with User interface module (GS 2100) or touch screen navigation (GS 2600)
- Easy and fast data transfer with a compact flash card slot and USB port
- Improved reliability and advanced diagnostics

The full 700 series i-package includes:

- Total control of the sprayer with the GreenStar 2 display
- Guidance software pre-installed
- Documentation included
- GreenStar Sprayer Pro activation included
- StarFire ITC DGPS receiver
- SF1 subscription – free ± 30 cm correction signal
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